
Okan Ay 
Full Stack Developer 

(+90) 0532-546-8228 | www.okanay.com | GitHub | Linkedin  

Skills 

Backend : Node JS, Express JS, Hono, Lambda, PHP 

Frontend : JavaScript, TypeScript,  React JS - Next JS - Three JS,  

CSS , SASS, Tailwind CSS, Motion with Framer Motion,  

Database : PostgreSQL, Drizzle Orm  

Cloud Consoles : AWS, Supabase, Vercel, cPanel, CloudFlare, Firebase 

Others : Puppeteer,  SQL, Rest-API, OpenAI, C#  

Experiences 

Reset Yourself : Front-End Development Assistant  

Main Responsibilities : Understanding the development process of the project 
created by the previous team and contributing to the design of dynamic 
content using CSS, HTML, and JavaScript that support the existing PHP 
infrastructure. 

Key Achievements : Developed an HTML to PDF conversion software that reduces 
costs and increases efficiency using the Puppeteer library and AWS services. This was 
accomplished by utilizing the Bun and Hono infrastructure. 

Spyke Games :  Assistant Developer 

Main Responsibilities : Collaborated with the team to work on a tool that 
enables users to filter log records more easily. 

Key Achievements : Developed a browser-based project using JavaScript, 
React, and Next.js. This project continues to serve actively by providing a user-
friendly interface. 

Search Pusher : Project Leader and Developer 

Main Responsibilities :  Planning both the front-end and backend architecture 
of the project to accelerate the indexing processes of web projects on Google. 

Key Achievements : I actively contribute to the backend development process 
led by my teammate, using Go and Stripe. This collaborative effort is aimed at 
launching the project in the coming days and significantly improving the SEO 
performance of websites. 

http://okanay.com
https://github.com/okanay
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wokanay/
https://resetyourself.com/
https://spykegames.com/
https://searchpusher.com/


Next Dok : Personal Blog 

Main Responsibilities : Creating a dynamic blog infrastructure that meets my 
own needs. 

Key Achievements :  Developed a personal documentation project based on 
Next.js for people who speak my native language. Developing and using this 
project brings me great pleasure. 

Educations 

İstanbul Aydın University  - Fine Arts ~ Bachelor Degree


Footnotes 

The experiences and projects detailed in this document represent only a part of  
my professional journey. If you are interested in learning more about other 
projects I have been involved in and the experiences I have gained, please do 
not hesitate to contact me. I am always open to new opportunities and 
collaborations, and I would be delighted to share my experiences with you. 

https://nextdok.dev/

